## UNIVERSITY PARIS-DAUPHINE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(as of January 09th 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLLEGE A (tenured faculty)</th>
<th>COLLEGE B (lecturers)</th>
<th>BIATSS (staff)</th>
<th>STUDENTS</th>
<th>EXTERNAL MEMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Isabelle HUAULT             | Stéphane AIRIAU        | Irène DOS SANTOS | Samuel ABETTAN | Alexandra ARIGONI  
Acting in her personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
| Stéphanie DAMERON           | Marie-Jo BELLOSTA     | Patricia LENFANT | Augustin BAYVET | Dominique BLANCHECOTTE  
Acting in her personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
| Philippe DE VREYER          | Jonathan BLOOM        | Bruno MABBOUX  | Dylan BOKOBZA | BOZO Pierre-Jean  
Acting in his personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
| Daniela GRIGORI             | Benjamin GOURSSE      | Is aure MAURY | Sophie BURGER | Thomas LAURET  
Acting in his personal capacity |
| Co-director MIDO Department |                       |                |          |                  |
| Elyès JOUNI                 | Elisabeth MELLA       |                | Sarah CHEMLA | Daniel LEBEGUE  
Acting in his personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
| Sophie LEMAIRE             | Sabine ROZIER         |                | Sophie de MASSOL | André LEVY-LANG  
Acting in his personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
| François PASQUALINI         | Aude Sztulman          |                | Benoît de SAINT PIERRE | Hélène ORAIN  
Acting in her personal capacity |
|                             |                       |                |          |                  |
|                             |                       |                |          | Camille TOURTELIER  
Representing the Région Ile-de-France  
Alternate : Yann WEHRLING |
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